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MS. BERNSTEIN My name is Constance Bernstein and

Im talking to Ernest Rosenthal at the Holocaust Oral

History Project Center in San Francisco. And the date is

December 19th 1990.

BY MS. BERNSTEIN

ERNEST ID LIKE TO BEGIN THESE INTERVIEWS

WITH BACKGROUND HISTORY OF YOU YOUR CHILDHOOD WHERE YOU

WERE BORN YOUR MOTHER YOUR FATHER WHAT THEY DID HOW MANY

BROTHERS AND SISTERS YOU HAD. GENERAL HISTORY OF YOUR

GROWING UP.

All right. was born in Konstanz Germany

July 23rd 1920. was an only child. Neither of my

parents were born in that city. They were -- they both came

from other places in Germany.

My father came from very small little

village near Frankfurt one of twelve children very poor

family. And as he got -- when he got out of school he

became an apprentice. The way it is customary in Europe

became an apprentice and then work for other people and

later ended up as traveling representative for fabric

house in another city called Krefeld which iS near the Dutch

t.
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border in the Rhineland and worked for someone who happens

to be -- who happened to be the uncle of my mother.

She my mother was considerably younger

than my father. She in turn went to work after she got

out of school as what they called volunteer an unpaid

volunteer in fabric retail store in Mannheim Germany and

this was customer of my father and thats how they met.

And they started courtship which was interrupted by World

War when my father served in the German army in the

Russian front.

To make long story short they got married

on December 31st 1918 right at the end of the war. was

born two years later. He my father then bought

business in Konstanz and ran it successfully until he

finally until my parents finally left Germany in 1940.

That in nutshell is my background.

OKAY. TELL ME ABOUT YOUR FATHERS FAMILY.

YOU SAY THERE WERE TWELVE CHILDREN AND THEY WERE VERY POOR.

WHAT DID THEY DO WHAT DID THEY DO HIS FATHER

His father was cattle dealer. He lived

as said it was very very small village. He went from

one peasant to another and traded cattle sold it to be

slaughtered for whatever they do with animals calves cows

and so forth. And he barely eked out living.

AND SO YOUR FATHER HAD ELEVEN SIBLINGS

Yes. Actually when was born there were

only eight left. Two were killed in World War fighting in

the German army and two died of natural causes.
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AND SO WERE THE EIGHT BROTHERS AND SISTERS

ALL OVER IN GERMANY OR DID THEY --

No not all over Germany. Most of them were

in the Frankfurt area or little bit away from it down

along the Rhine in city called Bingen but basically they

were all there. We were furthest away from where they were

living.

SO YOU USED TO VISIT THEN

used to visit them on summer vacations

spent the summer in the country4 or something like that.

Those were fond memories until after 1933 when things

changed very radically very rapidly.

UH-HUH. BUT UP UNTIL THAT TIME YOU WOULD GO

FOR SUMMERS --

Uh-huh. Yes.

-- TO YOUR COUSINS AND AUNTS AND UNCLES

Right. Yes. My father used to go on

business to Frankfurt where they had trade fair every

year. Was internationally known in those days and would

go along with my parents. My mother was active in the

business too and they would be there working and while

would stay with one of my uncles and have good time.

UH-HUH. UH-HUH.

NOW YOUR MOTHERS FAMILY WAS FROM WHERE

My mothers family came from Krefeld from

the Rhineland. Their background was -- on her fathers side

they had lived there forever. And my great-grandfather was

dealer in woolens and stuff imported from England and
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Ireland and traveled extensively. They were very educated

and highly successful.

On her mothers side my history was little

more interesting would say. My mothers -- my

grandmothers father as young man came to the United

States and settled first in upstate New York and later in

Cincinnati Ohio. really dont know what he did there

except that he met young mechanic by the name of Singer

who later invented the sewing machine and he financed him

partially in his endeavor.

For reason that is unknown to me and my

mother didnt know he moved to Russia.

MY GOODNESS.

He was an American citizen and moved to

Russia. He was married by the American consul in Moscow to

his wife who was also from Germany originally and they

settled in Kharkov where he had department store what

they called department store in those days and apparently

was quite successful made lot of money invested in oil

wells in Bacau and early retired back to Germany

retaining his American citizenship all the time. And he

died as an enemy alien during World War in Germany. And

thats my mothers background.

dont know if this is of interest or not

but basically my mothers family was very assimilated the

type of story that you hear about German Jews here totally

assimilated not religious at all.

My fathers family was ultraorthodox.
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Somehow there was merger and meeting of mind when they

got married and grew up in an observant home but not an

orthodox home but we kept all the holidays. We went to

synagogue. learned Hebrew whatever sort of is expected.

YOU SAID THAT YOUR MOTHER WENT TO WORK AS

VOLUNTEER. WHAT DID THAT MEAN

Yes. What that meant is that young ladies of

well-todo families it was considered necessary for them to

learn something. And in those days it wasnt customary

usually to go to university or so so she was sent to learn

trade. Basically she worked for somebody but she wasnt

paid for it. That was considered socially more acceptable.

AND WHAT DID HER FATHER DO

Her father originally was in his parents

business and in his fathers business and then later he

tried things on his own. He was not successful

unfortunately. He was wonderful person but he was not

businessman and that is what broke up my grandparents

marriage which was unusual in those days.

VERY.

Yeah.

WHAT WAS THAT HE COULDNT MAKE MONEY

He didnt make enough money and my

grandmother came from very wealthy background. And

dont know what actually transpired. Im just assuming that

somehow her parents must have persuaded her to leave him.

They never were divorced. They never spoke a. bad word about

each other but they separated and my grandmother moved in
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with -- together with my mother moved in with my great

grandparents who lived at that time in Konstanz. They

settled there because its beautiful beautiful city and

one of the most picturesque parts of Germany and

Switzerland. Its right between the alps and the Black

Forest. Its just lovely. So thats how happened to be

born there.

SO YOUR MOTHER CANE BACK TO THAT PLACE --

Yes.

-- WHEN SHE GOT MARRIED

Uh-huh.

AND HER MOTHER WAS THERE THEN

Yes.

INTERESTING. BECAUSE DIVORCE WASNT -- IT

WAS SO UNUSUAL AT THAT TIME.

It was. Yeah.

AND YOUR MOTHER NEVER REMARRIED

My grandmother.

MEAN YOUR GRANDMOTHER.

No. No. She died when was four years old.

UN-HUH.

AND WHAT ABOUT YOUR MOTHERS BROTHERS AND

SISTERS

She was an only child.

SHE WAS AN ONLY CHILD

Uh-huh.

Just as in parentheses as said she

was born and my grandfathers family lived near the Dutch
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border. His family also was large family. There were also

ten children. He was the oldest but at least four of his

sisters married to Holland. They married -- they met --

married Dutch people then married and that more or less

saved my life afterward because went to live with one of

them in Holland.

THATS AN INTERESTING COMBINATION YOUR

MOTHER AND YOUR FATHER YOUR FATHER COMING FROM THE ORTHODOX

FAMILY AND YOUR MOTHER COMING -- WITH TWELVE CHILDREN AND

YOUR MOTHER BEING AN ONLY CHILD.

Right.

SO IT MUST HAVE BEEN AN INTERESTING

COMBINATION.

It was but it was very good marriage.

UH-HUH.

SO THATS HOW THEY GOT TO LAKE CONSTANCE

Right.

AND YOUR FATHER STARTED BUSINESS THERE

Right.

AND YOU WERE THE FIRST CHILD

The only child.

AND TELL ME ABOUT YOUR SCHOOL. DID THERE --

WERE THERE OTHER JEWISH CHILDREN OR FAMILIES IN KONSTANZ

Yes. We had congregation of about four

hundred families some of whom lived on the German side of

the border and some of whom lived on the Swiss side.

Actually the city was two-thirds German and one-third

Swiss. The name changed on the Swiss side but it was
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really like one city in those days and people would go

freely across the border. You didnt need any

documentation nobody ever asked for passport on anything.

We all had one but you didnt even show it. It Tas back

and forth.

And our religious training which in both

Germany and Switzerland is part of the regular school

curriculum was combined. The Swiss kids would come over

across the border and join in classes with us. There were

as said there were four hundred Jewish families and

probably in my age group and my class in school there must

have been about seven or eight Jewish children maybe more.

So there was pretty active Jewish life. It was not --

officially the congregation was orthodox because thats the

way it was but people werent very observant.

Very few people kept kosher for instance

and most people worked on Saturdays. Some of them stayed

even open on the high holidays if they had stores or

something like that. It was -- they called it liberal.

would here you would call it conservatively leaning

towards reform.

UH-HUH.

AND YOUR FATHER HAD TEXTILE STORE THERE

Not store. He had wholesale and

manufacturing business.

AND DID HE STAY OPEN ON SATURDAYS

Yes. He went to synagogue and then went to

work.
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SO WERE YOU VERY AWARE OF YOUR JEWISHNESS

WHEN YOU WERE GROWING UP

Yes. Yes. We -- Friday night was Shabath.

We -- my father -- we made knish. We had different kind

of meal. And you know we said Birkat hamazon after

meals.

We did we observed most formalities and

you know was brought up in really Jewish home.

UH-HUH. UH-HUH.

AND WHAT KIND OF SCHOOL DID YOU GO TO

went to public school for four years and

then went to -- in Germany you paid for your higher

education. Only those people who could afford it went to

you know what you would call high school here but it

started at fifth grade. And went there until the day

left which was in 1935.

SO HOW MANY YEARS WAS THAT WHEN YOU WERE IN

THIS SCHOOL THE PRIVATE SCHOOL

Five years. had total of about eight and

half years of schooling. That was my formal education

period.

UH-HIJH.

SO HOW OLD WERE YOU -- YOU LEFT IN 1935 THE

SCHOOL

left in 35. In 1935 distant cousin from

my American side told you my great-grandfather came

here. One of his brothers also came here. They stayed

here and one of his children happened to be visiting in
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Zurich in Switzerland which is only forty miles from where we

lived and we went to visit her. We were sitting there at

the Dolder Grand Hotel which is still the hotel in Zurich

it was then too and listening to Hitler ranting and raving

on the radio proclaiming his racial laws at Nureinberg at the

party meeting. And when he was finished my mother came and

sat next to me and she said1 Ernest think you should

leave Germany.

And said -- you know was fifteen.

said Whatever you think.

And she said Ill write to Holland. And

few weeks later we got the answer sent and so in October of

35 left.

NOW TELL ME ABOUT THE TIME OF BUILDING UP TO

THAT IN SCHOOL. DID YOU FEEL ANY ANTI-SEMITISM AT WHAT

POINT DID YOU BEGIN TO FEEL THE ANTI-SEMITISM OR HAD YOU

ALWAYS FELT THIS DIFFERENCE

No. Actually Konstanz was probably less

anti-Semitic than many other parts of Germany. Im talking

now in pre-Hitler days but it was always in the air.

Sort of meander around here little bit

remember when must have been about nine or ten years old

one winter my parents took me for winter vacation together

with friend of ours to little village in the Bavarian

alps. And remember meeting one of the party officials

sitting there in restaurant because that was real sort

of cradle of Naziism. It wasnt far from Munich. And

while we were up there and my mother shushd me and said
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Dont talk so loud.

There was this fellow Im trying to remember

who he was. He was later killed in the Putch in early 33

after Hitler took power. If you remember they had the

Night of the Daggers. He was one of the people but he was

one of the high party officials. You were always told to be

cautious. Jews were to be seen but not to be heard so to

speak. And you wanted to be inconspicuous. So that was one

of my early recollections.

HOW OLD WERE YOU THEN

About eight or nine. This was before 33.

The house we lived in the apartment house we

lived in was right across the street from my school from

where went to high school. And never forget the 31st

of January Hitler was appointed chancellor in Germany

and -- on January 30th 1933. The next day during

intermission in the morning happened to go home for

whatever reason it was. We had like twentyminute

intermission and wed go outside and used to play or

whatever and sometimes some of my friends and would go to

the house. And while we were there we saw an SS and an SA

man one wore black uniform one brown uniform enter

the school. And they came out few minutes later with the

director of the school and they stood there giving the Nazi

salute and they lowered the flag on the school the old

Weimar republic flag and raised the black white and red

flag which was the Imperial flag of Germany before World War

and also swastika on the school. And then they all
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stood there and sang the Horst Wessel song. This was my

introduction to the Nazi period. It was the very next day.

We lived in house in the apartment house

next to us around the corner was one of the leaders of the

party and his kid also went to class with me. remember

his name to this day. His name was an Italian name

Sepaloni. And you know was just scared to be anywhere

near that kid.

These guys -- his father used to start

running around in his uniform and he had dagger on his

side which was sign that he was an old fighter that he

had joined very early in the movement in the 20s. You

started to be fearful.

Most of my friends up until that point were

not Jewish. had good many Jewish friends but most of

my friends were gentile. There was no difference. And

slowly some of them started to drop not all of them. There

was one fellow who had problems in school keeping up and

one of our teachers had suggested that tutor him. was

very good student. And he kept coming for about year and

then he started making excuses. He didnt want to be seen

in our house.

In the apartment below us lived an official

of the police department. should say that the house --

the owner of the house the apartment house usually

pretty much all the same. Each apartment covered whole

floor and there were usually four floors. The owner of the

building lived above us. He was Jewish also the other two
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families werent.

The people below us were these people

the husband was police official. He was in charge of the

pass- the issuance of passports. And we used to be very

very friendly. They were good Catholics. They were members

of the Catholic party. And all of sudden his entire

demeanor changed. And very shortly thereafter he wore

swastika on his lapel. He hardly talked to us.

They used to invite me to come down and look

at their Christmas tree and things like that no more. No.

There was no social contact whatsoever. And sometime later

when applied for passport he gave us really hard time.

He yelled at my mother and you know just to make show

that he doesnt like Jews. So this is -- slowly things

started to change.

By the time by 1935 when these racial laws

were promulgated things had changed considerably.

Unfortunately business was very good and my father was

busy and like most German Jews they made the mistake of

thinking that things might change. But my parents did have

the foresight to send us away.

To come back to my summers when used to go

to visit my relatives had one favorite aunt. She lived

about forty fifty miles north of Frankfurt. Her husband

had what you would call general store here and he sold

just about everything there mostly groceries but many

other things dry goods and so forth. And he not only had

people coming into the store but he had car and hed go
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to the outlying farms and so forth and visit them once

week and take their orders and deliver the stuff the next

week.

used to love that and knew all the young

children my age in that village. started going there

probably round 1930 for the first time maybe 29 and every

summer wed play and things. And in 1933 they started

throwing rocks at me and started calling me names theyre

not going to play with Jew. And so that was my real first

physical encounter with people like that.

AND YOU WERE THIRTEEN AT THE TIME

was thirteen yes.

MUST HAVE BEEN VERY DIFFICULT.

It was. It was real shocker but on the

whole things werent really bad until the racial laws were

made public and numerous clauses was established where only

one percent of the population in the higher -- in schools

of -- in high school and universities could be Jewish.

Well exempted from that was sons or children of people

who had fought in combat in World War I. Well my father

had fought in the German army. He was combat soldier so

we were exempt but things were really becoming very

intolerable.

SO YOU WERE ABLE TO STAY IN SCHOOL

stayed in school.

BUT FRIENDS OF YOURS HAD TO LEAVE

Well they didnt have to leave because

several people started moving away slowly. family would
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move to South America. family would move some of the

people were fortunate. They were able to move to

Switzerland not too many but we were so close to the

border and some of them had married either Swiss wives or

had relatives there and they managed to get out. So the

number of students remaining in the school really was below

the quota.

NOW TELL ME BEFORE 33 WHEN THE RACIAL LAWS

BECAME KNOWN WAS THERE ANY DISCUSSION IN YOUR HOME BETWEEN

YOUR MOTHER AND YOUR FATHER ABOUT LEAVING OR WHAT WAS THE

DISCUSSION IN YOUR HOME BETWEEN YOUR MOTHER AND YOUR FATHER

Very little that remember. There was some

discussion about leaving but it seemed so incongruous.

Everybody thought this thing cant last and everybody

figured maybe the France and England will step in.

remember the day when Hitler marched into

the Rhineland which was probably in 34 when he sent the

troops into the demilitarized zone in the Rhineland. It

happened to be Purim remember that and there was Purim

party for kids of my age at somebodys house. And was

walking with my father going there and we talked about it

and my father said Oh the French are going to move in.

This will be over in no time.

Everybody expected it but it didnt happen.

Nobody moved. Nobody did anything.

OBVIOUSLY YOUR MOTHER WAS LITTLE MORE

CYNICAL OR SKEPTICAL ABOUT THIS OR WAS SHE SHE WAS THE

ONE THAT SUGGESTED THAT YOU GO TO --
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Well shes the one who talked to me.

dont Im sure that she had discussed it with my father

before she did but

WHAT ABOUT YOUR FATHERS BUSINESS WERE

THERE ANY LAWS BEFORE 33 THAT STARTED TO CHANGE HIS

BUSINESS

No.

SO WHAT HAPPENED OKAY. YOU WERE IN

SWITZERLAND THE DAY THAT --

No. No. was

Oh. That day yes.

THE DAY THAT THE ANNOUNCEMENT WAS MADE ABOUT

THE RACIAL LAWS. AND SO AFTER THAT HOW DID LIFE CHANGE FOR

YOU AND YOUR MOTHER AND YOUR FATHER

Well one of the things we had to do is let

our maid go because you you werent allowed to have

maid below the age of forty because they accused Jewish men

of sleeping with the maids. That was one of the reasons for

that so we had to find somebody above the age of forty at

that time and we did. That was not major change but it

was something that had to be done immediately.

Other than that we really werent affected

except at that point you started to see the handwriting on

the wall and figured things will get worse so thats when

my mother suggested to me that go to Holland thinking that

would come back but just in case and you know Id be

out of whatever was out of the reach of the Nazis.

BUT SHE DIDNT THINK ABOUT LEAVING OR YOUR
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FATHER

No because for some reason or other

everybody was always optimistic it would change.

SO WHAT DID HAPPEN THEN AFTER IT. TOOK HOW

LONG FOR YOU TO GET TO HOLLAND AFTER THIS TIME

Well this was in September. left Germany

October 23rd so about five six weeks later

THAT WAS VERY QUICK.

-- right in the middle of the school year.

VERY QUICKLY.

And just another little sideline we had one

teacher who had joined the Nazi party in about 1923 or 1924

one of the real earliest ones. remember when he came to

our school from some smaller town where he had been

transferred as penalty because he was Nazi at one time

and he had made some proNazi remarks in probably 1928 or

1929.

Well when Hitler came back came to power

he was transferred back and he turned out to be our teacher.

He was my English and French teacher. And the day that

left school to say goodbye to there was another Jewish

boy who incidentally lived in San Francisco afterwards

too but he was he managed to get to Switzerland. He

didnt want to be alone in the class the only Jewish boy

so he left the same day. And this man stood in front of the

class and he said Im an old Nazi but dont believe in

these racial laws. think its crime that have to lose

my two best students because of these racial laws.
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And this was really something for somebody in

public at that point because the fear was so pervasive

wherever you went that you know he took chance. But

never forget that. Hes the only one went to se when

first came back to Germany after the war and heres

man he was an old man then. He got out of his chair.

walked in his house and he said Rosenthal want --

have to get up. want to apologize to you for what we did

to you. He says We were guilty. He says know what

went on.

He was an officer during the war in the army.

He said rode in train with an SS officer who told me

about the camps and how they were killing the Jews. We knew

about it. He says Were guilty. Its the only German

ever met who did that.

But to get back where were we

WELL WE WERE AT THE DAY YOU LEFT YOUR

SCHOOL SO THERE -- AND SO BOTH -- THE ONLY JEWISH CHILDREN

IN THE CLASS LEFT TOGETHER. WAS THERE ANYONE ELSE JEWISH

LEFT IN THE SCHOOL AT THAT TINE

There were few left in the school.

BUT MOST HAD LEFT

lot of them had left. had several

friends who left about six months before did in what they

called the childrens transport. They all went to New York

about five or six young children. They came from mostly

from families who had some financial hardships and dont

know what committee it was here. suspect it was the
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National Council of Jewish Women who brought them to New

York and they lived there. They were parked with families

there as they were raised in various Jewish families.

IN 33 ALREADY

No. This was 35 early 35 in probably

February or March. And Im still in touch. My best friend

was one of them and Im still in touch with him. Hes back

in New York.

WAS GOING TO ASK YOU IF YOU KNEW WHAT

HAPPENED TO THOSE KIDS.

Yeah. No. Later when came to the United

States got together with them and -- with some of them

anyway.

35 THAT WAS RATHER EARLY FOR PEOPLE TO BE

MOVED OUT BY COMMITTEES OUTSIDE --

This was really the only case that knew of.

Much later my wife was brought out in 39. She went to

England but

THIS WAS SIX YEARS BEFORE.

Yeah.

WELL ALL RIGHT. SO WHAT HAPPENED TO YOU ON

THAT DAY AFTER YOU LEFT SCHOOL WHAT HAPPENED TO YOU

Well within few days went to Holland.

My father drove me there. And you have to realize my father

still was very active in his business and he did lot of

traveling. He had his own car and he sort of made

business trip towards the Dutch border and then we took the

train and went to Rotterdam is where lived. And worked
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there. had to work. was fifteen years old.

THAT WAS IT FOR SCHOOL

That was it for school.

AND YOU WENT TO LIVE --

Actually -- -- excuse me. While

was in Holland went to work full time. went to school

at night to study English and bookkeeping just to get some

kind of training.

THOSE WERE GOOD SKILLS TO KNOW.

And worked in our relatives business.

They were in the watch and clock business importing to

Holland wholesale and worked there. And still had

German passport and went back guess twice until 1937.

In 38 they late 37 Germany passed law that anyone who

had left Germany and came back they had to be re-educated

which meant the concentration camp so that was the end of

that. But my father still had his passport and he used to

come and visit me twice year. He happened to --

IN 36 AND 37
36 and 37 and 38. He was visiting me in

March of 1938 on the weekend when Hitler marched into

Austria. And we were listening to this thing. We were

always listening to the radio when things were happening.

And at that time my father said u1 think you ought to get

out of Europe. How about how would you like to go to

America

And said If you think thats right. So

my mother had good friends in New York.
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To go back little her grandparents were

Americans. Her mother was born an American citizen in

Russia at the time. In Konstanz there were two or three

other ex-American families living and they had a3l been

very close. And the sons of one of those families who were

my mothers age had come to this country in 1916 before the

United States entered the war. They wanted to be out of

Germany and became very successful business people in New

York. And my mother was in touch with them and she wrote

to them and they sent me an affidavit of support which is

what you needed to come to the States. And applied for an

American visa in Rotterdam and after some shenanigans

about six months later got my visa and eventually came

here.

And about week after came two weeks

after came on Sunday morning was staying with an aunt

sister of my mothers they were in New York. Western

Union boy arrived on Sunday morning with telegram to me

and it came from the Swiss side of the border and in my

hometown from friends saying Father in Dachau. Send

papers. That was

WHAT DID THAT MEAN

Well that was Kristallnacht was on

Thursday night. Sunday morning had telegram that my

father was in Dachau and what it meant is that should

send an affidavit of support. had no job. This was the

end of the depression. It was very hard to find work in New

York but went to the same friends who had helped me come
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over here and they gave me the necessary papers which we

sent to the American consulate in Germany. And my mother

was notified that papers had been received and was given

number waiting number and so forth and probably that

she took that to the Gestapo. And the fact that my father

had been combat soldier in World War and he was

fifty-seven or fifty-eight years old at the time probably

contributed to the fact that he was released. He was

released the end of January and my parents got visa in

1940 about year -- little over year later so they

were very fortunate to get out.

SO TELL ME WHAT HAD HAPPENED TO -- YOU HAD --

OKAY. BACK TO WHEN YOU WERE IN HOLLAND AND YOU WERE LIVING

WITH YOUR RELATIVES AND WORKING FOR TWO YEARS. WAS THERE

ANY ANTI-SEMITISM IN HOLLAND

No. None whatsoever.

DID THE PEOPLE KNOW WHAT WAS GOING ON IN

GERMANY

Oh yes. And they were -- generally

speaking it was lot of anti-German sentiment in Holland.

There was boycott of German goods unofficial boycott but

not just Jews but gentiles too wouldnt buy anything

German. They hated the Germans at that point.

They used to joke about it. They said We

dont have to worry. The Germans will never attack Holland.

Well just put up signs along the border Eintritt

verboten you know forbidden to enter and the Germans

will obey and turn around.
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Unfortunately it didnt work that way.

lost lot of my Dutch relatives.

WHEN GERMANY INVADED HOLLAND

Uh-huh. Yeah.

SO YOU WERE THERE FOR TWO YEARS

Three years. Three years.

THREE YEARS.

WHAT WAS HAPPENING TO YOUR MOTHER AND FATHER

IN THE MEANTIME IN TERMS OF YOUR FATHERS BUSINESS YOU SAW

HIM OCCASIONALLY WHEN HE CAME TO SEE YOU AND YOU WERE BACK

THERE TWICE.

No. They were doing quite well. You know

slowly

never forget for one of my parents

birthdays dont remember whether it was my mother or my

father sent them German book that bought in

department store. didnt know what the book was. It was

one of Lion Feuchtwangers books and somehow it got through

the customs without anybody opening it. And my mother got

it and she took one look at it and burnt it because it was

one of the prohibited things. But it gave you an idea of

you know the feeling people were scared. It was very

gradual process. And of course by 35 and 36 it was

almost impossible to get out of Germany not because you

couldnt the Germans wouldnt let you go they would at

that time but there was no place that would take you.

BUT YOUR PARENTS WERENT TRYING TO GET OUT AT

THAT TIME OR WERE THEY
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think they were thinking about it but

there was no place to go. Those people who had friends or

relatives somewhere could go. To come to the United States

was virtually impossible at that point because we .had the

quota system and you just couldnt get in. It took forever

to.

SO HOW DID YOU GET IN

Well was lucky. think the fact that

lived in Holland had something to do with it because went

on the German quota. The quota worked the quota was

assigned to the country of your birth. The German quota

think was like twenty thousand year. dont remember

exactly but something like that. And certain amount of

that was set aside for people who were living in other

countries but whod fall under the German quota. And when

went to the American consulate when they finally approved

my coming here had to wait for the new quota year which

started July 1st to get my visa but they promised me Id

get one of the German visas that they were allowed.

SO WHAT ABOUT YOUR FATHERS BUSINESS IT

CONTINUED DOING WELL

It continued doing well. He lost some of his

employees because they were scared to work for Jews. Some

of them stuck it out but most of them left and he hired at

that point some Jewish people who had lost their jobs so --

and some of his customers wouldnt buy from him but there

were still at that time enough people left in Germany

willing to do business with Jews. All of that changed
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November 9th 1938. And while my father was in Dachau my

mother was forced to sell the business.

HOW DID THAT HAPPEN

Jews werent allowed to have businesses

anymore and somebody that they knew who one of their

suppliers bought the business for peanuts and that was it.

And they were just sitting well my father was in Dachau

for two more months or so and eventually he came home but

they couldnt do anything. He came home broken man. He

came home with heart condition which he didnt have when

he went in. He had lost tremendous amount of weight.

mean when first started seeing him after they came here

he wouldnt talk about Dachau. After while over period

of years some of the stories came out and it was pretty

brutal even then.

WHAT WERE SOME OF THE STORIES

Well they would they have this big square

in Dachau. went to see it couple of years ago. It

still looked the way he described it.

Every morning all they wore were thin

pajamas no underwear nothing. No shoes or anything.

Winters get pretty bitter in -- this is -- Dachau is

suburb of Munich. And they would have them stand at

attention in the square for six seven eight hours in the

snow with no food in them. These were old people. They

were well every Jewish male between the age of eighteen

and sixty was arrested that night. And they would just

stand there. Most of them caught pneumonia. As said
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earlier to you my fathers best friend died. He caught

pneumonia and he died after two days.

They were malnourished. Some of them were

beaten maltreated all depended on the whim of th gods

but it was pretty rough.

HOW LONG DID YOUR FATHER STAY IN DACHAU

From November 10th until think early

February.

DID HE TELL YOU ANY OTHER STORIES ABOUT WHAT

HAPPENED TO HIM

No. tried he just wouldnt talk. It just

was he clammed up.

remember having record which was made

during the Spanish Civil War and just put it on my

phonograph at one time. And they sang -- this was made by

the republican volunteers or whatever it is and one of the

songs was the Es sleter morsel daten the song of the

soldiers in the moors. played that. My father said

Take that of f. cant hear it.

And apparently that was song of prisoners

in concentration camps and he wouldnt he just wouldnt

let me play it when he was around. It brought up such

horrible memories.

In the meantime my mother had to take care of

selling the business and doing all -- she was quite woman.

DID SHE TALK TO YOU ABOUT THAT TIME

Oh yes.

AND WHAT WAS HER STORY ABOUT WHAT HAPPENED
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HOW DID THE GESTAPO COME FOR YOUR FATHER

Pardon me

HOW DID THE GESTAPO COME FOR YOUR FATHER

Well they came about 500 in the morning.

There was knock at the door and they took him and they

wouldnt tell her where or what or anything.

And she told me that the next day she

happened to be walking downtown from where we lived. The

city is fairly compact. Its not at that time it was

only about thirty-five thousand people. It wasnt very big.

Its much bigger now. But she was walking guess going

to business or whatever it is and she walked slightly

different route from her normal route. She walked by the

prison and they were just loading them up there and she

saw them loading them in trucks taking them to be shipped

to Dachau. She happened to see all the Jewish men being

loaded so that was her first thing.

And one of the things that happened within

few days afterwards is two SS people came in uniform to the

house and they said We want your silver.

And my mother guess had the chutzpah to

say Well do you have an order or something

They said Our uniform is your receipt.

And they took we had quite bit of silver and other

things and that was it. Thats the last we saw of it.

They took something like twenty kilo of silver which is

about close to fifty pounds. It was quite lot.

And there were similar other things. The
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Jews were put on reduced rations. Food was already

rationed. And of course guess she had to sell the car.

They had to get rid of the car.

Their passports were taken away. They could

no longer go across to Switzerland. The fortunate thing is

that the Swiss could still come to Germany and somehow they

kept in touch with the Jewish people. Thats how the

telegram came to me.

SO JEWS WERENT ALLOWED TO HAVE CARS IS

THAT WHY YOUR MOTHER HAD TO SELL IT

Right. So --

AND SHE DIDNT KNOW WHERE YOUR FATHER WAS ALL

THIS TIME OR SHE DID KNOW

No. She found out. dont know how she

heard that he was in Dachau but guess all the Jews from

my hometown were taken to Dachau.

AND YOU HAD TWO POSTCARDS THAT YOUR FATHER

HAD SENT HER FROM DACHAU

Right.

WHAT DID THEY SAY

They talked that hes well and he hopes my

mother is well and Just dont get too upset and

hopefully Ill come home again something like that. They

were somewhat cheerful. They were trying to cheer my mother

up.

at two postcards Well have these

two postcards and havent read them in long time. It

writes to my mother. My mothers name was Jeanette but
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they called her Ninny.

My Dear Ninny was happy to see your

letter that you are healthy and can tell you the same

from here. received your money. Please send me another

seventyfive marks.

cant quite read that.

was very happy to hear that Ernest is

well. About selling the business to Aryans to nonJews

obviously spoke with Nathan. dont know who that

was. That was probably some kind of code word. And

please discuss this with him. Im sorry that you have to be

so busy with all this. And hope that you are able to sell

lot of the merchandise.

cant read the rest here.

Lets see what the other one says.

THE INTERESTING THING ABOUT THAT POSTCARD IS

THAT HALF OF IT IS EMPTY ISNT IT

Yes. And of course all of this was

censored.

It says Dear Wife he never addressed

her that way. Otherwise that shows that he was under some

kind of strain.

hope that you are well and am also

pretty well. Please pay attention to the -- to the printed

remarks on the other side of the postcard with

correspondence. can write no. can buy every week

merchandise in the amount of fifteen marks at the canteen

so if you send money please write on the coupon which get
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on the back side that oh my complete address and date

of birth and the block number. Send regards to Ernest and

kisses Leo.

And thats all there was. Obviously they

werent allowed to say anything. Basically all he said he

asked for money.

And then theres this third postcard which is

just postcard with postmark and Dachau and nothing

written on it. dont know what the significance of that

was.

ITS INTERESTING HIS HANDWRITING. WAS THIS

NOT THE FIRST ONE THAT YOU JUST READ

This was the first one.

THAT WAS THE FIRST ONE

Yeah.

This is the second one.

INTERESTING. SO YOUR FATHER -- HOW DID YOUR

FATHER GET OUT WHY WAS HE --

Well two things. We managed to get the

affidavit of support from our friends and we sent that to

the American consul in Stuttgart which was for that area of

Germany and they sent an official notification to my mother

that they had received that and they gave him number.

People were taken applications for visas

were taken in order of receipt. And with that she walked to

the Gestapo and notified them that they had made application

to leave the country. Also his age and the fact that he

fought in the German Imperial Army during World War
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apparently helped. And he was -- he got out think it was

in early March so he was there for just about three months

little less maybe.

UH-HUH. AND WHEN HE GOT OUT DID YQUR MOTHER

TELL ABOUT HOW HE CANE HOME WHEN IT WAS AND WAS SHE

EXPECTING HIM

dont know. really dont know.

know one of the things they did is they

went to photographer and had portrait taken of the two

of them which they sent to me. have it framed hanging in

my house. was so shocked because my fathers appearance

was so changed. He was so thin and haggard. And you know

when you pose for photographer you try to have the smile

on your face or something. Nothing. It was just terrible.

SO HOW MUCH LONGER WAS IT BEFORE THEY GOT

OVER TO AMERICA

Just little over year. They left Germany

in March 1940.

AND WHAT HAPPENED IN THAT YEAR DID THEY

TELL YOU ABOUT THAT

Well they prepared for coming here

essentially. Thats what it amounted to.

They -- well one of the things that happened

is that in 19 no. That was all the Jews from that

part of Germany were deported but it was right after they

left. thought it was before and they werent spared.

They were the first ones to be deported but

they werent sent east. They werent sent to concentration
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camps in the east. They were sent to southern France.

THE JEWS IN LAKE CONSTANCE

The Jews in the province of Baden

Wurtteinberg and Pelatnit. They were all sent 1o these

camps which where they stayed for about year or two

and then they were those who remained there who survived

there they eventually ended up in Auschwitz. Practically

none of them came back. But at that time that wasnt

happening yet.

But what my parents did is try to sell lot

of their things because they knew they couldnt take it with

them. And dont know just try to hang in there.

WHAT DID THEY LEAVE WITH

They left with some of their furniture and

some of their personal belongings dishes and eating

utensils which werent silver and you know linen and that

type of stuff and thats what they came with.

NOW WHAT ABOUT YOUR FATHERS FAMILY ALL OF

HIS BROTHERS AND SISTERS WHAT HAPPENED TO THEM

Two of them disappeared in the concentration

camps. We found out that one brother died in Auschwitz with

his wife and another brother apparently died somewhere in

Lithuania in camp. dont know what became of his wife

but they were never heard from again.

Others managed to get out. Several of them

had gotten out of Germany before then. They were here.

They were here already when arrived. lived with one of

his sisters.
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And well thats it. Two of my uncles and

aunts died and two of my cousins. The others all managed

to get out. Some of them went to Israel some of them came

to this country.

SO WHEN WAS YOUR REUNION WITH YOUR PARENTS

April 1st 1940.

IN NEW YORK --

In New York.

-- IS THAT WHERE YOU WERE LIVING

was living in New York yes. And they came

by boat to New York. They came from Italy at that time

because the war had already started and they came on

United States ship.

SO THEY GOT OUT RIGHT IN TIME.

They were very fortunate in that respect

yes.

SO THEN WHAT DID YOUR PARENTS DO DID YOUR

FATHER START WORKING AGAIN

No. My father was never able to work again.

mean he whatever it is they did to him in Dachau he

was never worked again for the rest of his life which was

very very hard on him because he was man that provided

very well for his family and now he was dependent on his

son and wife to help him.

had gotten here. found job and was

working when they came. and paid the rent and the

utilities. And my mother got job working first it was

cleaning woman and then she graduated and she worked in
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factory sewing garments and she did that for quite few

years. So between the two of us we supported my father.

AND WHAT WAS YOUR JOB

worked with Swiss watch importer and

did very well.

got drafted in 1942. went in the army

and of course then my mother was my fathers sole support

except for what could send them from the army. And that

was another tough nut for them because they didnt know what

would happen where would end up and so forth. As it

was turned out all right. first my overseas

experience was in the Aleutian Island campaign and later

when came back ended up working with German prisoners of

war interrogating them.

IN GERMANY

No here. We had three hundred fifty

thousand American prisoners in the United States. Most

people arent aware of that. But we interrogated them and

later after V.E. Day was one of twenty people sort of

separating the good from the bad. We were looking for

people we were looking for people to get the German

government going again people who had at least non-Nazi

background and we were trained to do that. We had had some

very intensive training about German recent history and who

was who and we tried to find people to get municipalities

going again to get police departments and the utilities and

all that back on their feet and incidentally also look for

war criminals which we found few of those too.
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NOW YOU SAY YOUR FATHER WAS NEVER ABLE TO

WORK AGAIN. WAS THAT BECAUSE HE WAS TOO NERVOUS OR WHAT

WAS IT

Well he had very severe heart condition

after that and

SEE.

-- and he also had problems learning English.

He tried very hard. He always walked around with his

dictionary in his hand. He always attempted to but he

really never quite mastered it. And hed sort of do the

chores at home while my mother was out working.

THAT MUST HAVE BEEN VERY DIFFICULT FOR HIM.

It was. It was very humiliating for him but

there was nothing we could do about it.

AND -- BUT YOU HAD -- YOUR MOTHER HAD HER

SISTER THERE OR OTHER RELATIVES YOU SAID WHEN YOU FIRST

CANE.

No. My mother was an only child.

SO
They were all my fathers relatives really

and they were very close family. They were very good but

they were all very involved in trying to make livelihood.

Everybody worked hard. Most of them were older and if they

had jobs they had menial jobs. Everybody started either as

busboy or butcher or something like that. It wasnt

the type of thing that they had done in Germany because most

of them had been fairly successful there.

UH-HIJH. SO THEN WHAT HAPPENED DID YOU GET
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MARRIED AFTER THE SERVICES DID YOU GO BACK TO NEW YORK

WHAT HAPPENED AFTER THE ARMY

came back home and went back to work for

the firm had worked for became traveling salesman

covered various territories. did lot of traveling

which unfortunately kept me from going back to school.

had gone should have said when was in New York

went to high school. finished my high school diploma at

night then went to city college in New York for while

until got drafted. never graduated but at least had

little more education. managed to do that. would

have liked to go back to college but guess the fact that

had to help support my parents kept me from doing that.

had good job. was making pretty good money and felt

that was my primary obligation to support my parents which

kept doing until the day my father died.

did get married in 1951 had three lovely

children. lost my wife eleven years later. She passed

away.

ELEVEN YEARS AFTER YOU GOT MARRIED

Uh-huh.

WAS SHE SURVIVOR TOO

No. She was an American born.

got remarried year later. She was

survivor. She was interviewed here yesterday.

UH-HUH.

We met in New York and then moved here.

AND YOUR THREE CHILDREN WERE BY YOUR FIRST
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WIFE

Yes and then we had fourth one together.

AND WHERE ARE YOUR CHILDREN NOW

Theyre all in the Bay area. One lives in

Santa Rosa. Hes an educator. Hes principal of school

in Healdsburg.

have one who is in business with me.

My older daughter is social worker down in

Palo Alto and my youngest daughter works for what is

it -- Venture Capitalist Corporation and shes about to get

married.

CONGRATULATIONS.

Thank you.

DO YOU APPROVE OF HER CHOICE

Oh yes. Nice Jewish boy.

WELL HOW DO YOU THINK THAT YOUR EXPERIENCES

AS SURVIVOR HAS -- OR DO YOU THINK ITS AFFECTED THE WAY

YOU RELATE TO YOUR CHILDREN FOR EXAMPLE OR HOW DO YOU

CARRY --

It probably does relate. We talk about it

quite often lately because we were talking about the fact

both my wife and that when we came when our parents

came here or in my wifes case they were here before she

was. She was in England but when she joined them we

automatically moved in with them and we pitched in. We had

to help support them. Its an obligation that thank God

our children never had and Im grateful for that and yet

somehow feel that theyre missing out on something you
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know. Things come to them too easily and too fast.

So probably my children have heard some of

the stories too many times and complain and they dont want

to hear about the although theyre quite intereted in

our background. My youngest daughter the one whos getting

married soon studied in France during her junior year and

when she graduated she went to the University of Strasbourg.

Laura and went over and picked her up and met her and took

her on the roots trip. We showed here where she came from

where came from. We went to Dachau together. We showed

her all these things and think it had very profound

influence on her.

Two of my other children managed to get to

Germany on their own when they had both been in Israel and

on the way back they stopped off and went to see the places

that they had heard so much about so it influenced them.

ITS INTERESTING THAT YOU SAY YOU THINK YOUR

CHILDREN HAVE MISSED SOMETHING IN NOT HAVING THE CLOSENESS

YOU THINK WITH

The closeness and the sense of

responsibility. Also the fact that you had to deny

yourself some things. For instance gave up finishing

college education and studying what really wanted to do

had always wanted to study medicine because felt had to

help support my parents. And wish had had that

opportunity but by the same token had the satisfaction of

knowing that think did the right thing.

UH-HUH.
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So feel that our younger generation misses

out in some of that. Things are sometimes little too

easy. They dont have to work for anything.

CAN APPRECIATE THAT.

TELL ME ABOUT YOUR TRIP BACK TO GERMANY. HOW

WAS THAT FOR YOU

Well have been back four times. My first

trip back was in 1949 which was only four years after the

end of the war. Actually went to Holland first and then

to spent some time in France but eventually to

Switzerland. And my trip -- my going to Germany was just to

walk across the border and go to the cemetery visit my

grandmothers and my greatgrandparents grave.

At that time Germany was still occupied and

Konstanz was in the French zone of occupation. There was

committee there from the joint distributing committee and

was introduced to them and had quite few interesting

conversations.

The place at that time was pretty heavily

populated by DPs from Eastern Europe people who had been

released from various camps and they had settled there.

met some of them. We talked lot. lot of them were

involved in what thought were pretty shady dealings with

currency and things like that. had all kinds of offers of

getting merchandise and getting good rate of exchange.

wasnt really interested.

did go and see few people had known

bef ore. mentioned to you my former teacher. He was one
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of them.

YES. YES.

also went to see the woman who had been my

fathers bookkeeper for probably twenty years an she was

overjoyed although remember that when was young kid

she used to visit relatives in Bavaria in the alps and come

back full of patriotic sayings. Im sure there was little

bit of latent antiSemitism there but it never caine out

openly but you had that feeling. Anyway she was very

happy to see me.

went to see few other people. Some of

them were really happy others were not too happy. went

to go to the apartment that we lived in when left and

rang the doorbell and some people opened up and explained

who was and they were could see the fear in their

eyes. They thought had come back to reclaim the place

but all wanted to do was see the apartment so they showed

me through and were very happy to see me leave again.

But at that time traveled little bit in

Germany with one of my friends from Switzerland. We went

through the Black Forest and he was doing business with the

French army and saw the devastation in the Driving

remember driving through the city of Frieburg which is the

university town. It was in complete rubble and they hadnt

dug up the dead yet. They were just they had grave

markers right downtown. Heres the body of so-andso and

so forth. It was total devastation. It looked as though

theyd never dig out again.
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It was to me quite surprising because had

been in Rotterdam which was one of the most heavily bombed

cities in Europe and that was completely cleared up. They

hadnt rebuilt it but there was no rubble. They had

started to put in landscaping and things like that. Houses

that had been partially bombed they had put wall up

there. mean you could see they were working. The

Germans were just sitting there waiting for things to

happen. It was very surprising to me.

The next time went back and saw what

happened. Of course we now know what happened to Germany

since then. Its thriving but dont know where they got

the will to do it with. guess they were still in

stupor.

rode on train one day and just how

should say. It was well still get that feeling

every time go to Germany. cant wait to get out. Its

just the feeling of oppression in there for me. could

never understand Jews who went back.

AND WHEN YOU WENT THE THIRD FOURTH -- THE

SECOND THIRD AND FOURTH TIME DID YOU GO THE SANE PLACES

Well the second time was in 1971. We had

been in Israel and we wanted to visit our friends in

Switzerland so we did again the same thing and my wife

and just went across. We had talked about visiting her

home town which is about three or four hours further north

by train or car and she said she couldnt do it. She

didnt want to go into Germany anymore. We that same
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feeling happened again.

Our next trip was in 81. We had been in

Scandinavia and we were going to Switzerland first to

Holland and Switzerland and we drove through Germany to go

to Switzerland and thats the first time my wife went to

her hometown essentially for the same reason she wanted to

go visit her grandparents graves. Theyre always cemetery

visits when we go to Germany. Its what it amounts to.

And then the last time was two years ago with

our daughter. There we visited cemeteries every day found

my grandfathers grave in that little village near

Frankfurt. The rest of the cemetery was destroyed. mean

there were maybe thirty or forty graves left standing out of

what must have been hundreds. They had cleaned it up and

its well maintained. The grass is cut but the literally

hundreds of stones lined up against the back wall because

they dont know what graves they belong to. And its just

pretty devastating thing.

Theres synagogue. We went to see the

synagogue and its got sign on there now that This is

the former synagogue. Its Catholic church now. But

its to me its terrible shock every time you go back

there.

My own hometown the house was born in

still stands and we lived across the street from the

synagogue. First time went back the lot acrossthe

street the synagogue had been burned and they cleaned up

the rubble and it was garden. There was plaque there
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no. There was stone almost like gravestone little

monument marking that this had been the site of the

synagogue. Now its an apartment house with stores

underneath and theres plaque about this size

marker you know marker saying This is

the site of the former synagogue period. Thats all

thats left.

AND WAS THE SYNAGOGUE BURNED BY THE --

It was burned on Kristallnacht.

AND WHAT ABOUT YOU IN TERNS OF -- HOW HAS --

AS SURVIVOR AS SURVIVOR HOW HAS -- HOW HAVE YOUR

EXPERIENCES AFFECTED YOU AND YOUR OUTLOOK ON LIFE OR YOUR

PHILOSOPHY OR YOUR VALUES

Well -- it probably strengthened me in my

resolve to be consciously Jewish and have managed to

become involved in the Jewish community here. have been

an activist if you want to quote unquote. think

its basically thats the important thing.

think its important to pass on our values

to our children which have tried to do. have tried to

encourage others to do the same thing and thats about it.

guess it sensitizes you to people around you and their

relationship to Jewish people.

We were in Spain last year and every place

went we heard about The Jews did this. The Jews did

that. Everybody in Spain has Jewish blood in them and you

know take it all with grain of salt. feel that we

really have to rely on ourselves if we want to survive as
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people.

UH-HUH.

WANT TO THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR --

Okay.

-- FOR SHARING ALL OF THIS WITH US.

DO YOU HAVE SOME QUESTIONS WOULD YOU LIKE

TO COME UP AND

MS. HICKMAN Yes few questions.

BY MS. HICKMAN

HOW ARE YOU DOING ARE YOU OKAY

Im doing fine. Yeah.

THE VOICE SEEMS TO GO AFTER TALKING SO LONG.

AFTER KRISTALLNACHT -- KRISTALLNACHT AND THE

ARREST OF YOUR FATHER WERE THERE ANY GENTILES IN KONSTANZ

THAT REMAINED FRIENDS OF YOUR MOTHER AND SUPPORTED HER OR

OFFERED SUPPORT TO HER

Well probably not very close but there were

some. One story always sticks out that my mother told me.

wasnt there obviously. mentioned just before that we

lived in an apartment house across the street from the

synagogue during the first few years of my life. And next

to us was the official residence of some Catholic priests

and two houses away on the other side was medieval church

that they served. And my parents apparently always had

very friendly relationship with the priests to the extent

even that if they needed some extra chairs they would come

and borrow them from my parents and vice versa and that

type of thing. One of these priests later on became the
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archbishop of the city of Frieburg which included my

hometown. Its in whatever you call its not

parish.

Anyway during this time think when my

father was already in Dachau my mother was walking down the

Street and the archbishop happened to be walking on the

other side of the street. He saw my mother and he made

very deliberate attempt. He caine across the street and

stood and talked with her shook hands with her. This is in

public when everybody knew who he was. This is the

archbishop and this was an act of defiance. So have never

forgotten her telling me that. That was quite something for

someone to be seen in the street talking to Jew.

AFTER 1933 IN THE BEGINNING OF NAZIISM DID

YOU NOTICE CHANGE IN THE CURRICULUM THAT WAS BEING TAUGHT

TO YOU IN SAY GERMAN HISTORY --

Oh yes. Oh yes. Very much so.

-- AND SO FORTH CAN YOU TALK ABOUT THAT

Well obviously there were racial

implications wherever you went. German history was

glorified and we got the full brunt of it. One of the

things we had to do everybody in this class had to do is to

research the background of your family which found very

interesting because was able to had lot of

documents and papers on both sides of the family and was

able to go back and trace my family both of my fathers

side to the late eighteenth century before they took on the

family name and also my mothers side. And guess the
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thing that really got to me is especially with my mothers

family how they were such wonderful Germans all the time.

My grandfather had served in regiment of hussars of the

Prussian army and his grandfather before that was an

adjutant to then the Crown Prince of Prussia and during the

revolution of 1948 when he was fleeing he accompanied him to

the Dutch borders. These are the things got out of the

Nazi degree that we had to research our family.

But the curriculum changed quite bit

obviously. We got the whole story of how Germany was

mistreated after the end of World War and how wonderful

Germany was and there really wasnt too much talk about the

Jews but it was the emphasis on German history had

completely changed. Also even the number of hours spent in

school had changed because we used to go to school on

Saturdays until 1933. In early 1934 guess they

abolished Saturday school because all the members of the

Hitler youth had to have Saturdays free to do whatever young

Nazis did and that was quite change. Thats when we

Jewish kids started going to synagogue on Saturday mornings.

WAS THERE NOTICEABLE CHANGE IN THE

ATTITUDES OF THE TEACHERS TOWARD YOU

Some of them. mentioned the one teacher

who was an old Nazi who was very selfassured and his

attitude never changed. But some of those who had been non

Nazis or antiNazis they changed. One of the teachers

had disappeared very quickly because he was socialist and

very active one. And he crossed the border by night and
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wasnt heard from again until after the war when he ended up

being the director of the school. He caine back to Germany

but happened to know him. As matter of fact one of his

brothers worked for my father because they had lived in the

apartment house where we had lived and that whole family

had history of either democratic or social democratic

membership going back to before 1848. They were actively

engaged in politics so that was change.

There was one teacher we had who was Jewish

and he had -- that was an interesting thing. had

forgotten about it. He had apparently been communist some

years before and he had gone to Russia and he was

imprisoned in Moscow for quite few years. And he was

very very active anticommunist and became tool of the

Nazis even though he was Jewish and he stayed on after all

the others had gone.

He lived near us and when he first came

became friendly with us and we had him over for dinner

quite often. He was bachelor and my mother felt sorry

for this nice Jewish boy until one night when he asked could

he use the phone and was calling Berlin. He says Dont

worry. You wont be charged for the call and he was on

the phone for an hour speaking Russian. And my mother died

thousand deaths to that time because phone calls were

censored.

And he said You dont have to worry about

it. was talking to the Ministry of the Interior. He was

obviously spy or Gestapo man or whatever it was. And he
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disappeared after while. dont know what became of him.

DO YOU REMEMBER HIS NAME

His name was Kinderman. never forget the

name.

MS. HICKMAN Those are my questions and thank

you.

MR. ROSENTHAL Youre welcome.

MR. GRANT have couple of questions if may.

MR. ROSENTHAL Okay.

BY MR. GRANT

YOU MENTIONED EARLY ON THAT THERE WERE SOME

JEWISH PEOPLE IN YOUR COMMUNITY WHO WERE MARRIED TO SWISS

GENTILES THINK YOU SAID.

Not Swiss. Well

SWISS JEWISH PEOPLE

Both actually.

AND THEY WERE ALLOWED TO CROSS THE BORDER AND

GO INTO SWITZERLAND. WAS WONDERING WHAT WAS THE FATE OF

THOSE PEOPLE DID THEY LIVE UNMOLESTED FOR THE DURATION OF

THE WAR IN SWITZERLAND OR DID THEY HAVE TO MOVE AGAIN

No. Most of them stayed there and are still

there and Im still in touch with some of them. Theres

daughter of some of my parents friends that were very

close to see them every couple of years. They have been

here. We have visited there. We have met in Spain. We

have met in France. We are in touch with them so theyre

doing very well.

Most of them were very very active in trying
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to help German Jews either sending them food or sending

them money or helping them get out somehow whatever could

be done.

lot of people managed to get out of Germany

because somebody put up the money to get them out. My

wifes parents for instance after they were deported down

to southern France managed to get out. They had relatives

in Switzerland and they paid somebody in Cuba and that was

very common thing and they were given Cuban visa and

got out that way. They took boat in Portugal and came to

Cuba until they were able to come to this country.

So have to give the Swiss Jews lot of

credit for helping wherever they could.

DID THEY EVER FEEL ENDANGERED DURING THE WAR

Oh yes. Quite few of them came to this

country including the people worked for in New York. They

thought that Germany might invade and if they had chance

to come over here and get visa they came and of course

they came under different conditions. They could take all

their money out and most of them established successful

businesses in this country. Some of them were doctors and

so forth and they established practices.

Ill give you one man whom knew very well.

His name was Metzger. He was originally from Basel

Switzerland and lived in Barcelona and he founded little

company known as Dannon Yogurt now.

OH NO.

Yes. So --
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YOU MENTIONED THAT YOUR FATHER WAS KIND OF
DYSFUNCTIONAL AS FAR AS BEING ABLE TO WORK AFTER HE CAME TO
THE UNITED STATES. WAS WONDERING IF YOU COULD EXPIN THAT
IN MORE DETAIL. WAS HE SIMPLy -- COMPLETELY BROKEN PERSON

WHO WAS --

Yes he was.

-- UNABLE TO INTERACT WITH PEOPLE ON
BUSINESS LEVEL

No. No. It was mostly physical. It was
matter of just not being able to walk any great distance
or we lived in walk-up apartment in the Bronx in those
days and we were on the third floor. And every time we
went down to come back up became major thing. Hed
cultivated people on each floor where he could stop and sit
down for while until he could climb the next flight of
stairs.

If Id go out if we were out together so
when Id come home Id run upstairs and take chair out of
the apartment and bring it down so he could sit down on each
landing. So it was that type of thing.

HOW OLD WAS HE AT THIS TIME

In 1940 he was he was 59.

DO YOU HAVE ANY SENSE OF WHAT THE PHYSIcAL
PHYSIOLOGIL PROBLEMS WERE THAT WERE DEVELOPED IN HIS
INTERNqEN EXPERIENCE

Well they were mostly damage to his heart
and he had severe case of angina pains and he was living on

nitroglycerj He developed other thjn later but dont
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think they were related to his concentration camp

experience. it was practically his heart which he never had

any problems before then.

IT BROKE HIS HEART.

Yes literally.

MS. BERNSTEIN Well guess thats the end of the

questions. Thank you very much.

MR. ROSENTHAL Youre welcome. Okay.

MS. BERNSTEIN Do you have any final thing that

youd like to say

MR. ROSENTHAL No. wish you luck in your

pursuit of oral histories. think its an important thing

to do and as said to pass this on to generations after

us.

MS. BERNSTEIN And its because of people like you

that we can do this so thank you very very much.

MR. ROSENTHAL Thank you.


